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Beef ,cattle producers have long recognizeq the importance of ,milk 
production in their cow.herds. The preweaning growth of the calf as 
measured by its. gain from _birth to weaning re:flects to a certain extent 
the amount.of·milk that the calf received from its dam •. The CQW not 
only provide~ the .nutritional environment but; also half of the calf's 
genes, It is. this combination of ma_ternal and· direct genetic effects 
that determines the .preweaning performance of the calf. 
The existence. of a high correlation between preweaning gain from 
birth to weaning with .milk production of the dam is well. known.. Pope ·et. 
al. (1963) noted that·th:l.s correlation was.higher early in the life of 
the calf. up to. three months .of·age after which it began to decline as 
the calf depended .. less and le!ii!S on the . dam's milk. and more on other 
nutritional sources. Few stud.ies _have attempted to isolate the various 
sources of variation affecting tl)e daily milk yield in beef cows. En-
vironmental sources other than the nutritional levels are important and 
have been .observed .to·cause differences in lactation yield. However, 
the real · issue is not _the aQility of the cow to .produce .milk rather the 
response .. of the calf to the ·maternal influence, namely the ability of · 
·' the calf to· consume the milk produc'ed and convert it into gain. 
Milk yield estimates, however, are difficult to obtain because of 
the cu~bersome procedures involved. With the calf suckling technique 
1 
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the calf has to be weighed both before and after suck.ling to obtain an 
in.direct estimate of the.d~'s milk yield. This technique.is tedious, 
especially when inonthly measuiements have to be taken twice a day for a 
large numQer of cow-calf pairs that are being kept in large pastures of 
• native range •. Also, using the calf weight change as the estimate of. 
m~lk ,yield 1\lay not reflect the actual milk produci~g capability of the 
dam; rathe~ it measures the amo~nt.of milk the calf can consume during 
one.suckling. Since·the correlation .between calf we~ght gain and the 
dam's milk,yield is high, predicting the daily milk yield from prewean-
' 
ing per.fermance of the.calf could possibly eliminate some of the steps 
in:the milk measuring routine and improve the.efficiency in the milk 
me.asuring technique. 
Excessiv.a increases. in the amount.of milk produced by the dam·may 
not.be entirely desirable. In some instances increased milk production 
due .. to tQo liberal feeding has been observed to l~wer the reproductive 
pe~formance o.f the cow. Therefore the amount of ~ilk1 necessary or even 
desirable in beef,cattle operations may not be the m~imum possible. In 
addition calves that are· slow growing due to lack of milk can co11).pensate: 
in ac;celerated growth and efficiency of growth during the postweaning 
period •. Thus milk is essential only to produce an adequate amount.of· 
growth .from birth. to weaning in the most efficient .manner i 
A study was .conducted from 1967 to 1972 at the Fort Reno Livestoc~ 
Experimen:t s.tation to study tpe milk producing ability of -two lines of 
Herefore arid four lines of Angus CQWS., The ob~ect,ives of the present 
study were: 
(1) to examine th.e various sources of variation affec~ing the milk 
production of the cows~ 
(2) to predict the ·daily milk yield of·the dam using growth 
performance·of her calf a~ well. as her own weight and·condition changes 
d'uring ,.the lactation period, and 
(3) to ex:amine the extent to which mil.k yield could be adequately 
estimated using fewer.actual measures of daily milk yield. 
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CHAPTER II 
1:U:VIEW OF LITERATURE 
Maternal Effects 
Grow.th during the suckling period is affected by at least t'Wo 
factors, offspring gro'Wth.and a mat•rnal effect contribution by a-dam. 
Wilham• (1972) defined a _maternal effect ·as a phen,otypic value of ·a dam 
measurable. onlr as a cQmponent -part ~f her offspring's . phenotypic value •. _. 
The most obyio'Us'feature of the ·maternal·effect,for gain from birth to 
. weaning is· tile milk supplie.d by . the CQW and the 'Way the cow cares ·for 
her.calf, sucJ:i. as protecting and nourishing it:at ·the proper time. 
Diff~renc;:es in the milking ability would .seem to be the most i~portant. 
element in mate:rnal environment, since milk is·the major source of 
·nutrients fo;--the calf during the ,early months of gro'Wth., 
Koch and Clark (1955) s~ggested that possibly there exists a nega-
tive correlation ,between the ·maternal environinent from birth to weaning 
with gain a~d·score. A correlation .of -.01 between_ weaning sco't'e of the 
dam and prewe.aning gain of J}er c~l:1; was reporte,d. The maternal gain 
from birth tQ weaning .was also fQ.und .. to be . lowly correlated with the · 
calf's weaning gain (r ~ 0.04). 
Mangus and Brinks. (1971) found a correlation of -.02 between the. 
most.probable producing ability (MPPA) of the dam and her.weaning_ score. 
Improvement of weaning weights of ·beef calves was suggested to be pri-
maril,y dependent upon increased preweaning growth potential of c~lves 
4 
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and mothering abiiity of.their dams •. Heifers that were fed a high level. 
of nutrition dur;l.ng the:1,r ·prewean,ing growth had. their lifetime milk pro-
duc.tion slightly depressed i This was indicated by a partial regression 
coefficient of .MPPA .:of the heifer upon he.r weaning weight of O. 03. 
However, Boston, Whit~man and ;Frahm (1973) and aoston, Frahm and 
Whit.eman (1973) in, their· study involving 680 Angus. and 183 Hereford cows· 
fou~d that tQe regression c:oeffieie.nt for the change in calves' weights 
per pound cllarige in a ·_cow's ow weaning weight was .0.23 for Herefords 
and_0.12 for Angus :whic~. indicated ·that: if:the heifer.calves with heav-
ier th~ average weights_ at weaning are saved as replacements .they can 
be expected to produce heavier wea'l:).ing _calves than if the lighter hei-
fers'had·been saved •. The repeatability for Hereford cows in,dicated ·that 
Hereford.· cows were _mor19, cons:1,.stent · in their. level of productivity as 
mea1:1ured by calf weaning weights. 
Hobenboken and Brinks · (1971) found that the negative environmental. 
cov~riance between a dam's own preweaning growth and her subsequent 
ma,:ernal ability inflate_d the genetic ,antagonism bet'Ween direct and 
maternal effects on 'Weaning weight .when covariance of offspring and,dam 
but not covariance o( offspring and sire. was.used. Estimates of direct· 
effects• ma~ernal effects and .. combined effects on weaning 'W'eight were 
0.23 - 0.27, 0.34 - 0.40 and o.za - 0.34, respectively, indicating that 
mo:re of the,variabil:l,ty in pre~an,ing growth was associated with mater-
nal effects thl;ln·with direct effects •. The genetic ·correlation of direct 
·and .. mate:rnal .effects of -.28 was _also reported. 
These r1ecent ;,stud:1,.es p'lus" comprehensive .. reviews by Koch (1972) an,d · 
Wilham (1972) provide substantial .evidence that .m.aternal effects account 
fo:r a significant portion ,of ·the variance in most preweaning growth 
.! 
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tra:Lts,. Since the .role of the dam is·so :l.mportant in beef cattle 
operat:l.on, it becomes readily apparent th~t the maternal influence of 
beef females must. pe evaluated in order· to be able to manage production . 
systems in the :most .. effic;,ient manner, 
Facta,re Affec~.ing Milk Yield 
Prior to . the study by Gif.ford in 1953 there is a· paucity of informa-
ti,:m known al?,out .. the milk yields produced by beef cows aii,q their ef.fects · 
on growth of .suckling .beef ._calves. Al1;10 li:ttle information is available 
concerning the environmental influences on milk yields of beef females,· 
Most of the result, available are based·on the estimates of milk produc.,,. 
tion using the calf suckling tec~nique. By this technique, the differ-
ence in weight before and ·after suc~U.ng is taken as the milk yidd. 
'estimate •. 
Giff.ord (1953) in his study-involving 28 Hereford, sev.en Angus anc;l 
five Shorthorn cows·foupd that the milk production of the Hereford cows 
incl;'eased till ·six years of .age: after which, period the milk yield began 
to de~line. There was ·mot;e variabili:ty in the milk yield of the , Angus. 
and.Short;~or~ cows of different ages. Cows between the ages ·of two alld· 
three years produced le~s milk .than· cows . of any other age st-ucl.ied, 
Maximum: milk .prod1.1ction on. ,the average was attained during the fiI"st 
mo11th:of·lac;,tation, The lacta~ion curve did not follow the.norm report-
. I 
ed for dairy c.ows. Gi:fford also ·suggest:ed that the three limiting fac-
_ tors affecting high ;milk ,production in mpst beef herds are genetic 
influences_, fe~ding and .managemeX,lt · and calf effects . on · the physio;ogical 
processes of m:l.l~ secietion, including _the ability of ,the calf to con-
sume: the ._m:l.lk produced by the dam. 
Nevi.lle (1962) studied the influence of dam's milk production on 
preweaning weights of 135 Her.eford calves and found .. that .the effects of 
year. nutr.itio.nal,treatment, birth order of .ca.lves. milk yield in 
different treatmeQ.ts;a~d·birth weight of calf were significant·factors 
' 
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influencing 120-day weight. With regard to 240-day calf weight. sex was 
reported to have .a significant infl~ence. alcmg with nutritional treat-
ment. milk. yield in:different treatments and·bit'th we:i.ght of the calf, 
Of the total variance in eight~month weight. 66% was due to diff~rences 
in the amount·of ,milk ~~nsumed.by the calves. 
Pope .. et al. (1963) col,lected milk.production data·for three years on 
more than 300 range beef cows and reported that-the levels of winter 
feed did influence the .milk product'ion of .the cows •. Fall-calving .cows 
fed poorly during the winter-gave less milk than those fed more liber-
ally. But too liberal feeding was 0observed to.have an adverse effect on 
milk yield. Age of dam, calf birth date, sex of calf and·calf birth 
weight wer~ significant. The average milk production per day over the 
five-month. lactation period for the two.-year • thriie"".'year and four~year 
olds were 8.36. 9.~8 and 10.28 lbs., respectively. Later calving cows 
were in a h~gher stage of lactation at the time of .first measurement of 
milk pro~uct;ion. Cows nursing male calves gave more milk than cows 
nursing females. Th·e correlation between ·the calf birth weight and 
ave.rage milk production for the anti.re lactation period was 0.14, ind:1,.-. 
eating heavier calves at birth tended to consume ~ore milk. As much as· 
50% of the variation in calf gain from birth to·weaning could be attri-
buted to diffei;ences in.the amount of milk produced by the .dams. 
A modified version. of the calf suckling technique was ·used by 
Christiatl et: al.· (1965) to study the effect.of the dam's milk and other 
prewe~ning. influences on. weaning ~eight .. of 88 Hereford calves. that :were 
creep-fed. Milk yield was-estimated twice.daily at four-week intervale 
by hand;,_1!1ilking two of ,;the ud~er. sections .while the calf nursed the 
. i 
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other_ ·half of .the· udder. Calves from three-· and four-:-year old dams were 
heavier at birth, co:1~sutned more milk from their dams, utilized. more 
creep feed and·were he,vier at weaning than calves fi:-om two-year old 
da,ms.,. Birth weight of calves was low;J.y correlated with milk production 
of the.dam which ,indicate9 tha~ greater :birth weight did not increase 
milk. producti:on., Sex of. calf was found to have no sigQificant effect. on 
tbe dam's milk yield •. Dams suckled by male calves did not prqduce. any 
more.milk than :dams of .. fe~ale .. calves. 
Rutleq.ge et: al •. (1972) found qµite:a different result·with 279 
Herefore cow-cij,lf pairs. Dams nureing •female· calve·s gave .. significantly 
more milk than thos.e nut'sing malea. as female calves consumed 2 .53 lbs. 
more .milk .over the entire seven-month .lactation period than male. clii,+ves .• 
A .significant ·qua,dratic ef.fect was .found for age of dam on milk yield, 
where•s the linear effect was no1;:.significant. The linear regression of 
total milk yield on calf birth weight was 0.51, indicating that heavier 
calves at birth had a great capacity to. consume .milk and thl.lB demanded 
more milk from their dams. 
Neville. et al. (1974) studied the age of dam effects on milk produc-
tion iJJ. 1218 lactations of.Hereford.dams. Age of dam was foun4 to have 
a significa,nt 'influence on daily milk yield which suggests the .imper-
tance of using age of dam correc~ion fac.tors fo.r milk production in beef 
cows. Calf.birth date.signific~ntly affected milk production, but sex 
of.the ca,lf did not. 
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Most of the .results available wre based, on investigations, involving 
the Hereford and .the Angust two of the most J>Opular beef bieed.s ·in the 
cquntry today •. Thus, very few.comparisons have been made between the 
mill~ yield est:imates .of ·the different ·be~f breeds. Howver, Melton et 
al. (19,67) reported a compa~ative study in the milk production, milk 
cempos::Ltio.n and calf. gains of 15 Angus, 15 Charola:is and 15 Hereford 
CQWs. , The average estimat.ed daily milk yields ·for the 175-d,ay lactation 
period for the Angu•, Cha_rola,is and Hereford cows weria 9.86 1 8.35 and 
7,30 lbs, 1 respectively, Age of dam was also follnd.to have·a signifi-
caJlt effect, on d~'ij milk yield; with older cows having the tendency. to 
produce more milk. Cows n~rsing bul~ cal.ves gave 1.28 lbs •. more milk 
per day than ·cows nu~sing heifer calves; however, this difference was· .. 
not statistic,lly significant. 
Auran (1973) st~d:1,ed the monthly milk yield records. of dair-y cattle 
in Norway. Age at .calving did·infl,uence the monthly milk yield but the. 
effec,t ·decreased with aqvancing age of the dam. About 41% of the varia--
tion in milk yield at ,.the first ,month was .. attributed to this factor. 
Me;nth of calving accQunted for about 1,8% of the variation .on the first 
tes,t-da,y, but ·co~tinued to incI'.eas, as lactation progressed. The effect 
of h!ilrd accounted for qui.te a .substantial portion of the variation .in 
millt y;l.eld· (between 25,,.45% of tqe variatipn). 
These ·studies, provide .substantial evide~ce t:hat variation in daily 
milk productian of the beef cow was du.e ·to several environmental factors, 
namely age of. dam, calf birth weisht and breed of .cow. . On the ot'1er · 
hand, calf birth date, sex.of calf ·and sire of calf were varia~le in 
thei.r · effects on· milk yield. Since ·age of dam is. the most consistent 
fac~or affecting the milk yield of beef cows, it is important t:o use age 
of d~ correction factors for beef milk production in order to make 
better genetic cemparisons between beef cow productivity and calf. 
weaning :~teights-. 
Calf Gain.as an.Indicator of 
Dam's Milk Production 
The economiq value ef .rapid gain: especially from birth to weaning 
has long been realized by most ·beef produce;s •. Most .studies dealing 
with milk prQduction .of beef ·cows have attempted tQ correlate the 
amount of preweaning gain made by the,,calf with the dam'·s milk yield. 
In most .of ·the research, cited ·thus fat::, the. choice of the metho_d for 
measuring the milk, yield was the .calf suckling technique. This tech-
nique.assumes that tile gain ·made by,the calf during the nursing period 
was .due to. the ,milk ,consumed .· and that this r~presents the milk yield: 
capabilities of the cow. 
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Abeut 60-66% of the ·variati~n in weaning weight has been repoX"ted to 
be due to milk consumption by th,e calf· {Drewry et al, 1950; Neville, 
1962 and Rutledg,e et al.·, 197 2). Most 'of :the results indicated a. po~i..,. 
tive correlati,on between weight gain .from birth to weaning and the 
amount of milk .consumed, l>,: the. calf. Knapp and Black {1941) report.,d a · 
correlation of O .52 between daily gain and tqe amount. of milk pro,duced. 
Giff~rd {1953) reported _that:the average daily gain- in. weight ea~h 
mo.nth from birtl~ to weaning date for 28 Hereford calves ranged from 1.1 
to 1. 6 lb.s. , even . thougll the average daily milk production of their · dams 
ranged .fiom 8.5 lbs. during the .first month to 4.1 lbs. tqe eighth month. 
In fact the gain in; weight was ·quite uniform ·during the eight-.montli, · 
pei'iod ,. with a slight .. trend toward larger gains wi~h increa~ed age, even 
tho~gh there was a gradual decline in milk and butterfat ·production. 
The correlatio~s for the ,average daily milk production of the Hereford 
da,ms with the eight· monthly gains from the first to the.eighth month 
were 0.60, 0~71, 0.52, 0.35, 0.19, 0.2~, 0.39 and 0.57, respectively. 
Burris .and Baugus (1955) estimated ,milk froduction of .23 Hampshire 
ewes by allowing the lambs to suckle their dams four·times per day. 
Milk production was highly correlated with ave,;-age daily gain of their 
11 
l~bs d\.lring the _first four weeks (r • 0.90). The correlation decreased· 
rapidly as the ·lambs grew older and the average daily gain of the lambs 
was no longer -significantly: correlated with m:Llk co_nsumption from 12 .to 
16 weeks of the test pei:iod. · However, the _total milk_ production was· 
. . 
highly correlated ~ith the average daily gain of the lambs (r • 0.83). 
Drewry-et al. (1959) studied the milk production of 48 Angus cows 
an4 reporteq a negative correlation of -.15 between the dam's mil]:t'pro-
duction and total weight gain· of the _calf during the first mon,th of. 
lac~ati~n.· But the correlation .was positive for the subsequent months 
showing .that .the calf would-gain more,as milk consumption inct:eased. 
La-µipkin and Lampkin (1960) studied the effect.of ·dam's milk produc-
tion anq growth of their suc_kling calves in Zebu cat_tle in East Africa. 
Male calv.es gained more than. females over. the total suckling period. 
This possibly reflected!a higher level.of milk consumed by the male 
calves and a correlation ,between calf da~ly gain and dam's milk 
production. 
Todd et. al. (1969) ·found that the amount !)f variation in gain of the 
progeny due. to the difference in dam's ·milk yield de,creased as the lac-
tation period progressed. This suggested ·that the dam's milk yield had· 
12 
progressively .less influence on progel)y gain as the ca;l.f approached 
wean:f,.ng. 
Researcll results in·the efficiency of gain from beef milk production 
were quite var~able. Drewry.et al. (1959) estimated that Angu~ calves 
required 12.5, 10.8 and 6.3 lbs. of milk .to produce a pound of gain in 
t~e ·first, third. and sixth, months of lact;atio.n, r6lspec;tively. Calves · 
tha,t ·suckled_ higher producing .dams .made the least gain ft"om a pound of . 
' 
milk,. probably due.to th~ higher maintenance requirements of the heavier 
calves. Melton et al •. (1968) compared Angus, Charolais and Hereford . 
dams·for. milk productipn and found that on the,average the calves re~ 
quired 5 .• 2 lbs. of milk to .produce one pound of gain over all breeds. 
Heref.ord was most efficient requiring only 4 .7 'lbs. of milk per. pound of 
gain, whe:i;:eas Angus and .Charolais. needed 5.7 and 5.2 lbs. of milk, 
respectively, for. every pound, of . gain. 
Wistr;ancl and Riggs, (1968) studied 10 to. 20 Santa Gertrudis calves 
at).d ·fou-µ.d that they needed slightly more milk to produce a pound o.f _gain 
than ·those reported by Melton et al •. (1968). Todd et al.. (19.69) found 
th~t Brahman.and their ·crosse~1 and Angus:-Hereford-Brahman cross~s re-
quired more 1nilk per. pound of.· gain than · Jleref ords • Herefords were the · 
most ef.ficient ameng all.the groups, requiring only 4.53 lbs. of milk 
per pound of gain. 
Most,stud:1,es reviewed thus far agreed.that·!El high correlation 
existed betwee.n prewean.ing :gain of th~ calf and the dam's daily milk. 
p.rod1uctbn. This was th~ basis fo,r taking the calf weight gain as a 
measure of the .milk yield. of the dam in tb,e calf ·suckling technique. 
This.relationship was prominent.and seemed to increase till up_ the. 
middl.e ·of the lactat.ional ·peri.od .after whic.h it ·sta-rted to decline •. 
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Results in the efficie~cy of gain from milk of the various. beef breeds 
were variable and on the av~rage ·most 'be~f cal,ves required about 12 lb.a. 
of milk. to produce a pound·of ·gain. 
Sampling Procedure.and the Milk 
Measuring Technique. 
Estimating the milk yield of beef cows.has not received the same 
kind of interest and·attention as that; which haa occurred in dairy 
cat:tlia. Among .the reasons · for the probable causes of. this lack of · 
enthusiasm are firstly, the ·beef cow is not·historically known to, have 
been select·ed and bred for milk production; secondlyi it is di.ffic,ult. to 
obtain.an·acc1.1rate·estimat.e of.the milk yield,in·beef ·cows, especially 
unde.r range condition; and thirdly, since beef· milk production could be 
estimat.ed from a calf weight gain, the actual meas1.1rement of her :milk . 
yield. did .not s•em very necessary or -economical. 
Dick_:Lnson anc:1. McDaniel_ (1970) stated that there are two types of 
probl•ms a•soc:l,ated with any sampling plan, bias and random·variation, 
Random ·variat,ion is inherent to any sampling procedure. However• bias 
is·not nec•ssat'.ily .Present in sampling and in most cases bias hopetully 
is absent. 0n the -0th.er hand, _ the goal of a.nY sampling procedure is to 
minimize. botQ bias and ~andom·variation and ·yet still ,be practical and 
economical 'to ;opera.te •. 
Porzie (1,953) pro.posed that monthly testing based on only one '!11,ilk-
ing ·be .used _as an alternate: form of milk yield recording. The morning 
mill,ting would '.be weighed one.month and the night milking the alternative 
month. No l:>ias in tqe result was .. found in the 150 dairy lactations 
studied •. 
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McDaniel :(1969) rev:iewed the lite.rature c~rrently available. cm the 
accuracy of sampling procedure13 for estimating lactation yields in dairy 
cows. A single_ day's yield a.ta monthly test period has '.become more and 
more accepted as the ·standard to estimate the lactation yield in the 
United .States and in Europe. Monthly sampling procedure has been 
assumed. to·. give rather :accurate esti111.ates of lactation .yields. 
When lactation yield, estimated from bimontl).ly testing with the same 
recG,rd based on,monthly tests,we1;e compared. Alexander and Yapp (1930), 
Bifford. (1930) and Bayley et . al. (1952) fout1d that · the bim():nthly te13ts 
could.give :unbiased esti~ates of,tl?,e lactation yields. In general, 
·bimonthly records are certa1:,nly sufficietl.t·for purposes such as herd 
averages, sire .evaluation and group averages. They are also satisfac-
tory for ranking cows within herds. But these estimates are npt accep-
able for inclusion in the.national-!iairy herd improvement program •. 
However, the.re is a .lack of information on the accuracy ·of -sampling 
procedures used·in milk ,prod~ction st1,1dies in beef cows. Most.studies 
reported so far have involved. the monthly milk recording to estimate_ the. 
milk_ prod1,1ction of the dam (GiffQrd, 1953; Neville,, 1962; Mel.ton et .. al.·, 
1967 and Rutledge .et al., 1972). One-probable -reason why mQ$t research-. 
ers were not concerned about.the accuracy of this sampling procedure was 
that it is not· the total _milk production of the cow tha,t is .of ·utmost 
importance, ra.ther it is how much milk could the calf consume and 
convert to gain. 
Several methpds have.been developed in trying to estimate the "1ilk 
pro,duction in bee;f cows. Mo~t of these milk yield measuring techniques 
do 11ot exactly measure. the .actual milk producing ability of the cqws; 
inst~ad tqey are meas1,1ring otller traits which have some relationship 
with the·dam's milk producing ability. 
Calf . suckling technique. was ,widely_ ·used ·in a number of studies .in· 
'beef milk pre>.duction .(Knapp and Black, 1941; Drewry et al,, 1959; 
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Dawson et al •• 1960; L~pkin and Lampkin, .196P; Neville, 1962; Van 
Cottem, .1962; Pope et al., 1963; Gleddie and ·Bel;'g, 1968; Rutledge et aL. 
1972; Dickey, 1972 and Neville :et ·al., 1974) •. By this method .the differ.-
ence in.weight -before,and after _the Cijlf has:suckled 'its dam is taken 
as ,a mea$ure .of ·the milk yield ·estj,mat.e of the dami 
Jara-Almonte. a~d·White (1973) used this tecq.nique to mea:su;-e tqe 
milk yield of mice. The young mice were allowed to suckle their·dams 
for a period .of·l.S hours. The difference in individual-weight·before. 
and after suckling was taken as the milk intake of the youngsi 
Lams et al. (1969) compared three techniques for estimati'Q.8,, mil~ .. 
prqduction,. namely a six-hour .oxytecin. test ._which. was ,actually a meas.ure. 
of the rate of milk secretion,. a ·24"'.'hour: calf suck.ling method which 
estimated, the daily milk int~e and · an overnight. calf suc~U.ng together 
witl), oxytoc.in injecticm which was ·really an estimate of the udder capa-,. 
city. The first·two methods gave.similar estimates while the latter 
gave.a significantly higher .estimate, 23% higher than the other two 
estimates.· 
Lamond et al. (1969) suggested. thae one reason ·for the use of 
oxytocin inje,cticm was to ev:aculi!,te the udder in order to eliminattl 
variation due to residual milk since the volume of residual milk varied 
from day to day. particularly when the cow.was stressed. 
Nursing technique . has an advantage over milking the cows by han~ or.· 
with .a machine _in ·that ·it 1takes. advantage of any ability of the ca;Lf to. 
encQurage·the cow.to give milk. But this method is limited by the· 
amount-of milk a calf c~n consume. and the estimate obt4ined may not 
give the_ true lact;ation ·yield. Use of oxytocin injection in milk eval.,. 
. uati,on technique .is primarily for the purpose ,of ·stimulating milk let-
down. · Milk yield e~timates were commonly. sampled at monthly intervals 
in mo.st of. the studies cited. 
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Milk constitutes the,major source of nutrients early in a calf's. 
life. Some differences in·the maternal, effect could.be accounted for by. 
diffe.renqes in the ,milki:ng ability of· the ce:,ws. The existence. of a 
possible n~gative genetic·co:r:relation between the direct and maternal 
effects.would ind:l,cate. that rapidly gain heifers would tend to have·a 
lower .pro~hiction in. the future.. Certain environmental factors have been 
;eported, to influence!the milk produc;tion of the dams. Age of dam 
effects we1:e highly significant with older cows giving more mil\t than 
younger cows .• · Se~ of calf was variable in. its effeqts on milk produc-
tion with ,the majority of the ,reports indicating nonsignificance. in the 
sex of calf ·effects.. Cal.£ ·birth date and ·sire of calves were also 
varia'ble i~ their effects on the lactational performance .of the dams .• 
Preweaf!.ing gain in·weight from.birth to weaning was. highly co:rrelateq. 
with the,milk yield of the d~. On the av!!rage·about 12 lbs. of milk 
was ·needed -;o produce a pound of calf gain but .. this varies with bre.ed 
of calf.. The calf nursing .technique was th,e most common method used in 
most beef milk. producti,on studies. By this tecqnique the calf w~s 
weighed. before and after suckling and the difference in the two pre-
and post ... nursing )leights-was·taken as the ,estimate of the 12-hour 
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peried. · Two e~timates were commonly.obtained daily at monthly intervals 
te. estimate the daily milk production of the dam •. Other methods of 
mea,auring the milk yield ate·hand milking witq the use of oxytocin in-
jection anc;l ·hat!,d milking one half of· the udder and calf suckling the . 
other half. 
CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
. General Procedure 
This study involves. the la.ctational performance of 459 beef ·cows, 
144 Herefords and 315. Angus. The data comes from a long-term beef 
cattle selection project being .conducted at the Oklahoma·Agricultural · 
Experiment Station •. The overall objectives for this selection study 
located .at the Ft. Reno Livestock Research Station are (1} to measure. 
direc.t·and correlated genetic response to selection for increased body 
weight at 205 and 365 days·of age, .(2) to measure genetic relationship 
between body weight at 205 and 365 days of age and (3) to compare teal~ 
ize~ genetic 1response.from.selection based on individual performance 
with. se~~ction based on a combination of individual and progeny test 
performance ·for incr.eased body weight at 205 days of age, 
The design of the sele~tion exp.eriment is presented in Table I, The 
gene-ral ·procedure is to m~asure direct .and correlated selection respon-
ses for weaning (205-day) and yearling (36'5-day) weight in two Hereford 
lines, 5 and 6 1 and two Angus lines, 7 and a. An additicmal Angus line, 
9, is ma.intained. as a .control line to aid in the evaluation of selection · 
progress. A fourth AngJJs line is maintained to evaluate. the effective-
.ne~s of. progeny t~sting for increasing weaning weight. Select·ion is. 
based on individual performance of ·lines 5, 6, 7 and 8, Line 9 is .a 




DESIGN OF THE BEEF CATTLE SELECTION EXPERIMENT 
Line Number 
5 6 7 8 9 10 
Breed a H H A A A A 
Trait Selected: 
Wt. at Specified Age 205 365 205 365 R 205 
Selection Criteria c I I I I ~ I/P 
Number of Males Sele.cted 
5/2d per Year 2 2 2 2 2 
Number of Years Selected· 
Males Used 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Nu~ber of Females per Year. 10 10 10 10 10 10 
8u • Hereford, A• Angus. 
b Random mating control line. Replacement breeding stoc~ are as near· 
herd·average in 205-day wt. and 365-day wt. as possible. 
c· I• Individual, P • Progeny. 
dFiv~ sires initi~lly selected for proget).y testing on the basis of 
their 205-day wt. The top two. bulls are selected for use i1' the line 
based on progeny 205-day wt •. 
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average for 205-day and 365-day weight as possible. A combined 
selection criterion of individual performance and progeny testing b 
used·in line 10. Two bulls are·selected in a line each year except for 
line 10 where five sires are initially selected for progeny testing on 
the basis of their 205-day weight and the two top bulls are selected for 
use in the line based on the average 205-day weight of their progeny. 
The two selected sires are used. in two successive years. Every year 10 
females are selected in each line as replacements for the 50 cows 
maintained. in ea.ch line. 
The cows from the .six select.ion lines wer~ managed generally as one 
herd except during the 90-day breeding season from May l to July 31 when 
they were run in their respective breeding groups. The breeding season 
was redu~ed to 60 days by 1971 and has been continued at that length to 
the present. During the late fall and winter, the cows were run on 
wheat pasture whe-q. available, otherwise,. they were pastured on native 
range·throughout.the year and·supplemented with prairie hay and alfalfa 
as needed, The nursing calves were allowed to .run with their dams. on 
the native pasture without. creep feed unt.il weaning at an average age of 
205 days. 
Estimates of daily milk yield of the .dams were obtained at monthly 
inte,rvals from April .to September for e.ach year stud.ied. The number of 
cow~calf pairs sampled each year is presented in Table II. 
Estimates of·Daily Milk 
Yield of the Dams 
In th,is study.the calf suckling technique was used to estimate the 










NUMBER OF COWS SAMPLED FOR ESTIMATING DAILY 
MILK YI'.ELD BY SELE.CTION LINE: AND YEAR 
Line 5 6 7 8 
a Breed· H H A A 
34 33 




73 71 78 85 








al. ·(1963) and Hendrix (1971). This procedure is based on using the 
difference in the weight of the calf. before and after suckling as the 
estimate of the milk consumed, 
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In the present stt1dy, the suckling te.chnique consisted of separating 
the ,calves from their dams at approximately 10:00 a,m, the day prior to 
the.test. The calves re111ained separated until 6:00 p.m. when they were 
allowed to nurse their dams. This is simply a pretest.milkout in order· 
to place the cows and the calves on an equal basis relative to udder 
fill and hunger, respectively, After nursing, the calves were imme-
diately separated, At 6:00 a.m. on the te.st day; the calves were 
weighed before nursing, allowed to nurse their dams and reweighed inune-
diately afte.r nursing, Although the actual time interval from nu;rsing 
var.ied .from group to group, it generally was in the range of 18 to 30 
minutes. The difference in the pre- and post"-nursing weights was taken 
as the milk production of the dam for the 12-hour. overnight period, The 
calves were kept separated from their dams until 6 :00 p ,m,, at which. 
time the weighing .and nursing procedure was ·again repeated, The sum·of· 
the two 12-hour estimates of milk production were used as an estimate of 
the milk production by the dam for-a 24-hour period, Milk yield was 
measured on one half of the cow-calf pairs froJn each line involved in 
milk production mea.surement in a given year cm a. Tuesday near mid-month 
and the remaining one half·were measure!i on Thursday of the same week. 
This was necessary because the.facilities were not adequate to accomo-
date all the cattle at the .same time, 
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Statistical Treatment of the Data 
The analysis was .carried out in three.phases, each phase was.aimeq 
at answering one of the .objectives ·of this study. Phase.· I dealt ·with 
the ide~tification of various factors affecting daily milk production of 
the .dam. Phase II of. the analysis was concerned with the prediction of 
da~ly milk yield us.fng the performance data of·the calf and its dam. . . 
Phase III was concerned with estimating daily milk yield based on·vaJ;":l-
ous sub-sets of .the milk production data to see if the sa:mpling tech-
niqu~s·for measuring milk yield Ctluld be simplified :without· seriously 
affecting the .acc1.1,racy .of the estimate. 
A computer program (SAS) develo.ped by Barr and Goodnight. (1972) was 
used to carry out the analysis. Only data from cow-calf. pairs in which. 
all six monthly·milk yield measurements a~ well as complete performance 
data· to weaning on the , calf were included .in · the analysis. 
The grouping of the cow-calf pairs into each phase of the analysis 
is. presented in. Table. III.. In Ph;ase. I, the two Hereford lines, 5 an:d · 6, 
wer,e . grouped· together for. the two yean in which they wel'e sampled •. 
Similarly, the_ four Angus lines were divided. into two groups, lineEJ .7 
and .8 into one group and lines 9 and 10 into another group fo.:r tp.e three 
yea,rs in which eac.h group was sampled. The division of the cow-calf · 
pairs into· the thr.ee groups was. ~ecessary :ln order .to facilitate. the 
cQ:mputflticm of the de.sired sta.tistics using the SAS program. For pur-
poses of analyzing Pha,e II and III, the cow-calf pairs were divideq by 
breed group with the Hereford lines (5 and 6) in one group and the Angus 










for Phase I 
TAJ3LE III 
DIV:ISIGN OF·COW-CALF PAIRS INTO PHASE I, 
II AND III ,OF THE ANALYSIS 
Line 5 6 7 






73 71 78 
144 163 









Sub-total 144 315 for Phase II a~d III. 
PHASE II AND 









· Group III 
III 
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Sources of Variation in Average 
Daily Milk .Yield 
Variation in.milk yield was ,examined,in 144 and 315 lactations of 
Herefore and Angus cows, respectively. The dependent variable was the 
average daily milk yield which. was the average of the six monthly 24-
hour.measures of milk yield. The model assumed for this within each 
analysis group was:. 
where 
+Am+ en+ (LY)ij + (LS)ik 
+ (LA) im + _(YS)jk + .(YA) jm 
+ (SA)km + b1 (BW - BW) + b2(ACW - ACW) 
+ e ijklmno 
Y is the average daily milk yield of the dam; ijklmno 
i.i is the overall mean common to all dams; 
L1 .is the effect of i-th line (i • 1, 2); 
Yj is the,effect of the j-th y~ar (j • 1, 2 or 1, 2, 3, for Group I 
or Groups II' and III, res.pectively); 
Skis the effect of the k-th sex of calf (k • l, 2); 
al(i,j)· is the effect of the l-th sire of the calf within tQe i-th 
line and the j-th year (l • 1, 2, ••• , 16 or 22 or 23, for 
Groups I or II or III, respectively); 
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Am is the effect of ·m-th age of dam (m·• 1, 2, •••• 4); 
C is the ef feet of n-th birth da'(:.e of , calf (n • l, 2, ••• , 5) ; n 
(LY)ij is.the line by year interaction; 
(LS)ik is the line by sex of calf interaction; 
(LA)im is the .line by age of dam interaction; 
(YS) jk ,is the year by sex·of calf interaction;. 
(YA) jin is the year by age of dam interaction; 
(SA)lan i~ the sex of calf by age of dam interaction; 
b1 (BW - BW) is the partial regression .coefficient on birth weight .,of· 
calf; 
b2 (ACW - ACW) is the partial regression :coefficient on ave'l;'age cow 
weight whicQ. was .the average ·of, the cQW fal.l and spring wetghts; 
b3 (FCCS - FCCS) is the partial regression coefficient·on.fall cow 
condition score; 
. b 4 ~.C<;:WT - CCWT) is the partial regression coe;eficient . on ·chat1,ge. in 
cow weight which .was taken as·the difference between the spring 
and fall·cow weight; .and 
eijklmno is the ,randqm·variable assumed to be normally distributed 
2 with mean O and variance a·. 
Line,; year, se~ of calf, sir-e . of calf; age of dam and cal,.f birth 
date were cqnsidered. as fixed effects. Sex of calf was .. classified into · 
two categories, l and 2, for the bull and heifer calves, res.pee ti vely. 
There were four age of dam·cl•ssifica(ions, namely two year old (less 
than 30 months), three year eld (between, 3l.and·42 months), four.year 
eld (between 43 and 54 months) and five ,year old (greater than 55 
months). Calf birth ·date ·Was classified into five groups, wit.h greups. 
l, 2 1 3, 4 and 5 fo~ those calves that were born before February 14, 
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between February 15-28, between March 1-14, March 15-28 and after March 
29 in the year studied, re.spectively. 
The partial regression coefficients incluided in·the model would 
place the average daily mi.lk production cm th~ same bas.is as if th.e cows 
all had·average cow weight, fall cow condition score and change in cow 
weight and had calves of average birth weight., The fall condition of a 
cow was scored cm a scale of 1 · to ·9 with 1 bei.ng very thin and 9 being 
very fat. 
Predicting the Average Daily 
Milk Yield (ADMY) 
To predict the ADMY of the dam required the identification of ~he 
related variables that were more highly correlated with the trait. A 
correlat:ion ,study was .performed between ADMY and all possible variables 
of the.dam's and.her calf's performance,to identify the variableia that· 
wet;e highly correlated with ADMY. All possible one-factor, two-factor, 
thr,ee-factor, four-factor .and five-factor ·regression models were d.evel-
eped from .the f;t.ve variaQles that were .. found to have the highest corre-
la.tions with milk yield. These five variables 'Wer,e the calf's average 
daily gain, .the c~lf 's weaning weight,· the calf's weaning coµ.dition 
score, the fall cow cenditi.on score and the change in cow weight. · 
The predict~on models assumed for the trait ADMY were: 
(i) cme..:factor model 
Yi• Bo+ ;slx + ei 
(ii) two~factor model 
Yi •' Bo + B1X1 + B2X2 + ei 
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(iii) three-factor model 
(iv) four-factor model 
(v) five-fact;or model 
where 
Yi is th.e predicted average daily milk yield; 
Bo is the overall mean· . . . ' . ' 
B:1. is t;he partial regression .coefficient of the.independent variable, 
Xi .for each of the five respective ,mode+s• 
The independent variables considered were the average·daily gai~ of 
calf, we~ning weight of calf, calf weaning cqndition score, fall 
cow condition :.score and change· in cow weigh~; and 
•. ei is the .random element normally distributed with mean O and 
2 variance a. 
The analyBis for thb·phase of the. study was.done by breed groups 
sinc;e preliminary examinat.ion of· the coef fic:1,en.ts of detet'11).ination .indi-
cated that-there were large differences in the.amount·of ,variation that 
could be,accounted for.by the same model in the two breed groups. 
· Improving the ·Sampling Procedure and· 
the .Milk Measuring Technique 
The analysis for Phase III was ,.done by breed groups similar . to Phase 
II, n~elyHereford.linea, 5 and 6 in one group and Angus lines 7, 8, 9 
and 10 in anothet'. group. Correlations betwe~n the six monthly milk 
measures and between ADMY based on the first .and second 12-hour esti-
mate.a and ADMY based · on two 12-hour estimates were e~amined as well as 
correlations between subsets of the six monthly milk ~easures ADMY. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
La:c;tational Performance .of· 
Hereford·and Angus Cows 
The means·and standard. deviations for various milk. yields and calf 
growth ,traits by breeq groups are presented in Table IV. No direct; com.,. 
parisons of milk yield . are possible between the two breeds bec.ause the . 
estimates of the daily milk yields from the ,two b:i::eeds were not, obtained , 
in the same years. Milk yields. in the Hereford ·dams wer.e measured in 
·only.two years. 1967 and 1970. whil~ the Angus milk yield estimates were 
sampled f.rom four years. 1968. 1969. 1971 a~d 1972. However. avera,ging. 
the milk yield of each bread° over the respective years each were sa~;p,led 
provides some. indication that Angus dams produced mo.re milk per day than 
· Hereford dams for .each of· the si~ montl;i.s sampled and over the ~n.tire 
lact;ati.on period. The average daily milk yield, over the • six-,month 
periods were 9.88 and 14.93 lbs. for the Hereford and .the Angus.dams. 
x-eElpecti:vely. These were higher than the .estimates of the ·average milk 
. . 
yields for a 175-day period .reported by Melton et al. (1967) which were 
7.31 and.8.36 lbs. for the ·Her.eford and the Angus dams, re~pectivel,y. 
Todd et al.. (1969) reported a lo.wer daily milk yield of .7 .3 pounds for 
the H~:reford dams. The f:;trst .12-hour milk yield over the entire lact.a-'-
tj,on perio4 was higher·· than ·· the ~econd 12-hour · milk yield for · both the 
Herefords ·and the.Angul[I. All calf growth traits. examined were, higher in 
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TABLE IV 
MEANS AND ST~ARD DEVIATIONS FGR VARIOUS MILK 
YIELDS- AND GROWTH · TRAIT.S ·BY BREEDS 
POOLED WITHIN YEAR AND LINEd 
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Hereford Angus 
· Nuntber of Cow-calf Pairs 
a· Apri~ ADMY, Lbs, 
May ADMY, Lbs. · 
June ADMY ,. Lbs , 
J~ly ~MY, Lbs. 
August, ADMY, Lbs •. 
September ADMY, Lbs. 
First 12-Hr~ Milk Yield 
(6 Monsi), Lbs. 
Sec~nd 12-Hr. Milk Yield 
( 6 Mons • ) , Lb.a • 
Six Mons. ADMY (April to 
September), Lbs. ·· 
Calf ADGb (Birth to Weaning), 
Lbs •. 
205-Day ~e-of .Dam Adjusted 
W. Wt., Lbs. 
Calf Weaning Condition .Score 
Fall Cow Weight, Lbs. 
Fall.Cow Condition ;Score 
a Average Daily Milk Yield. 

















's .J;). Mean· . S .D. 
144 315 
3.79 15,43 4.46 
3.28 17 .• 10 4.53 
3.40 17.45 4,78 
3.44 14.58 .·· 4.42 
4.02 14.19 5.05 
3.4,4 11.10 .. 3 .83 
1.41 7.69 1.54 
1.24 7.26 1.52 
2.46 14.93 2.78 
0.24 1.81 0.25 
48.29 459. 77 54.19 
0.69 4~57 0.75 
116 .• 38 980.35 120.66 
1.01 5.79 1.32 
dMeans are·calculated from a six ... year period with tb,e Hereford dams 
sampled. in 1967 and 1970 and the Angus dams. sampled in 1968, 1969, 1971 
and 19:72 •. 
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the Angus than· in· the Herefords; e~cept for the fall co.w weight. which. 
was higher in the Herefords .than in the. Angus. Further critical·com-
pariscm between these two breed means for all of the traits studied 
should-~e cautioned because the traits measur:ed in the .two breeds were 
recQrdeq in d:1,.fferent years. There were quite .a great·deal·of fluctua-
UonE! in t~e mcmthly milk. yield · estimates of the ·Hereford . and the Angus 
dams of different· lines .in different years· (Appendix Tables XIX, XX, XXI · 
and XXII). 
The lactational pattei;n of. _the Hereford dams in the. two years sam-
pled _is given in Figu.re 1. Generally the trend· in .the la.ctational per-
.·' 
formance of the two lines, Sand 6, was more alike when examined by the 
year when the estimates of the ,daily milk yields were taken. The esti..,. 
mate. for the f:J.rst monthwas the highest·in.the entire six months lacta-:-
tion period for the two lines in 1Q67 • but not in 1970. There was. a· 
gradual decline .in the average daily milk yield estimates of line 6 dams 
!:J.n 1967 follQwing the first. month of·milk measurement. Milk yield esti-
mates of line S dams fl',lctuated:over.the entire lactation period .in 
1967, but·the lactational.performance of line 5 dams·in 1970 showed a 
gr:adual de~line a~ the lactation progresse4. It should be noted th~Jz 
dams a.elected for weaning weight (li~e S Herefords) showed a consistent 
higher level of .milk yield, than line 6 Hereford dams, which .were 
selected for yearling weight. 
The lactational pattern of the ,.Angus. dams in the four years (1968, 
1969, 1971 and 1972) sampled is presented.in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The 
dairy milk. yield estimat;es in lines 7 and·8 in 1968 showed sharp 
increases after the first month o( milk meaeureip.ent.and then began to. 
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Figure 1, Average Daily Milk Yield Over Entire Lactation 
Period for Hereford Dams by Line and Year 
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Figure 2. Average Daily Milk Yield Over Entire Lactation 
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Figure 3. Average Daily Milk Yield Over Entire Lactation 
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Figure 4. Average Daily Milk Yield for Entire Lactation 
Period for Angus Dams for 1972 by Lines 
Sept. 
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line.s .9 and· 10 conformed more clos.ely to the lact_ational curves normally 
seen in ·th, dairy cows, showing a gradual·increa~e following the .first 
m(l!nth pf milking and stayed at:& relatively high level c;luring the middle 
o~ the :lactational period which coincided with the ·lush ·groy1th of·the 
su1DI11er pasture. Following :that, the .estimates. decreased gra~ually 
towarqs the. end ,of the lact.ational .period. There was a relatively large 
fl,uctuaticm in, the la.ctational yields .of· the Angus .dams in 1971 ·-with ,a 
shatp·decline. during·fourth. month·of l:iampling (Figure 3). Generally, 
the la.ctational ·per.forll!,ance in 1972 followed that observed in 1968, but 
wid) a mucl:!, longer .high peak .lev:el after the first 111ilk measurement 
(Figure M. 
The lactat.ional pattern for the two. breeds averaged over all ·years 
and · lines is presented in Figur:e 5. . On the. average the la.ctational ·pat-
. ' 
teni of ·the Angus dams was nearly. alike tha.t ·of ,the dairy cows showing a . 
gradual increase in. milk yie~ foll.owing the first month of milking and . 
then. began to decline after reaching its peak dur.;1.ng the third month of 
t~e ·lactatton period. The Hereford dams exhibited a similar lactational 
pattern to that·of ,the Angus .but at a lower level. 
Seu;r;-ces of ·Variati,on in 
Daily Milk Yield 
Separate analysis was petformed on each of the ·three, groups des-
cribed in·the.expe;imental,proce,dure. The three groups were Group 1 
. (He.refords, line.s ·5 and ·6, measured ,in years 1967 and 1970), .Group 2 
(Angus,. lines 7 at).d 8, me~u~ed .in years 1968, 1971 •,and 1972) and Group. 
· 3 (Angus, lines. 9 and 10, measured :in years 1969, 1971 .and 1972) • The 
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Figure 5. Average Daily Milk Yield Over Entire Lactation Period for 
Hereford and Angus Dams Over All Lines and Years 
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for each of the . three grou.ps are presented :Ln Table ·V, . Table VI pre-
sen ts the least .square · constal).ts for three· fixed effects that were im-
pox:tant in in,fluencing daily milk yield.included iti•the regression model. 
and the ·standard partial, regt:ession coefficients for .the four covari-
ables, namely calf birth weight, average_cow weight, fall cow cond:l.tion 
score mid ·change. in co~ weight which .was defined as .the differ_ence 
betwee~ the,fall .and spring cow weights are presented in Table VIL The 
least·sq\,\are,constantE! for .the other.fixed efhcts are shown .in Appendix' 
Table XXIII ,, 
. . 
Line effe.cts were significant in Groups 1 and 2 ,· Line 5 Her.eford 
dallls prQduced 0,40 lb, more milk per day than Hereford dams of:line ,6, 
Ang_us co~s in line 7 gav;e O, 66 lb, less milk. to their calves ·than line 8 
dams, Altho.ugh _1:1.n·e ,effect·s were not significant in Group 3, the aver-
age daily milk yield of line. 10 dams was ·o, 18 lb. higher- than that of 
line. 9 dams, The effects of ye.are . were highly significant; (p < • 01)· 
only in Gr.oup .2 as the·estimat;es of the .daily milk. yields of the Angus 
dams sampled in ·1968weJre higher.than the estimates obtained in 1971 and 
1972 ·c1.·04 lbs.- fo:r 1968 vs •. -,16 and -.87 _lb, for 1971 and 1972, 
respectively), Ye.ar .effects were not ·signif:Lca:nt in· Gr.oups 1 and 3, 
Rutledge et. al. (1972) reported ·signifi_cant year effects on ·total milk 
yield a~ the estimates ·of the to.tal .milk yields of :the Hereford dams 
sampled in· .1969 were 2. 80 lbs~ higher · than · those sampled in ._ 1968, 
Al though . sex· of. c~lf .wa:s not · significant- in an,y of .the groups 
stu~_ied, male calves ccmsumed 0,20, 0,07 and 0.73 lbs, more milk per day 
than female calves. in Gt:oups 1.- 2 and 3, respectively.. This ·re_sult is 
in. agreement with those reported by Christian et· al., 1965; Melton et; 
·al., 1967, and Nevi:lle .et "al., 1974, who found that sex of calf ~as no.t 
TABLE V . 
MEAN SQUARES ANP TESTS OF SIGNIFIC.ANCE. FOR AVERAGE DAILY. 
MILK .YIELDS OF GROUP 1 (LINES 5 AND 6), GROUP 2 
(LINES 7 AND 8) AND GROUP 3 (LINES· _9 AND 10) 
Herefords Angus 
Source Group 1 Group 2 
df MS df MS 
Fixe.d Effects: 
Line (L) 1 15.123* 1 43.119** · 
. Year, (Y) l· 7.645 2 21.675** 
Sex (S) 1 3 .438 · 1 0.310 







19 4 .16.2 
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Age of Dam (A) 3 30.357~* 3 34.946** 3 28.151** 
Caif Birth.Date. 4 1. 740 4 4 .192 · 4 3.633 
LXY 1 0.076 2· 0.685 2 3.126 
LXS · 1 24.377** l· 0.277 1 9,590 
LXA 3 2.723 3 4.389 3 3,433 
YXS 1 4.091 2. 1.240 2 6.143 
YXA 3 5,387 6 18. 525** 6 5 .911 
SXA 3 5 I 725 3 14.9.50* 3 5.757 
Covariables: . 
Calf Birth Weight 1 0.095 1 10.739 1 5.382 
Averag~ Cow W~ight. 1 6.277 1 3 .484 · 1 1.582 
Fall Cow Condition Score 1 2.175 1 11.614 1 2.389 
Change in Cow Weight 1 14.892* 1 0.031 1. 1.408 
Random Effect: 
Err.or 104 2.833 112 3.794 10.0 5,629 
To,tal · 142 162 · 151 
Coefficient of 
(R2) Determinatipn 0.653 0.661 .521 
*p < 0 05 I 
**p < .01. 
Fixed .Effects. 
b Line 
Sex· of Calf· 
Male· 
Female 
Age of Danl. 
< 2 Yr.· Old 
3 Yr. Old 
· 4 Yr. Old 
> .5 Yr. Old 
TABLE VI 
LEAST SQUARE CONSTANTS AND·STANDARD ERRORS FOR LINE, 
SEX· OF.CALF AND. AGE'QF,DAM FROM THE ANALYSES OF 
. VARIANCE.·FOR.-GR-OUPS 1 2 AND 3a 
'. . . ' . 
Group 1 -
O .403 + .• 174 (5) 
- .403 + .205 (6) 
0.197 + ,.179 
.,. .197 + .199 
-L.448 + I 445 
- .557 + .366 
O •. 057 + .317 
1. 988 +, .318 
Least. Square Constap.ts.+ Std. Errors 
Group 2 
- .661 + .196 (7) 
0.661 ·+ .184 (8) 
0.065 + .227 
- .065 + .227 · 
-2.040 + .409 
0.286 + .415 
0.671 + .398 
1.183 + .349 
Group 3 
- .179 + .280 (9) 
0.179 + .. 284 (10) 
0.093+ .263 
- .093 + .264 
-2.035 + .609 
- .017 + .511 
0.610 + .494 
1.382 + .459 
aGroup 1 (Herefords, lines 5 and 6), Group 2 (Angus, lines 7 and 8) a'Q.d Group 3 (Angus, 
lines 9 and 10). 
b Line. nos. in parenthesis af~.er std. error. 
TABLE VII 
STANDARD PARTIAL ,REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AN:Q STANDARD 
ERRORS FOR THE FOUR COVARIABLES FROM THE ANALYSES 
OF VARIANCE FOR GROUPS 1, 2 AND 38 
Std. Pa:rtial Regression Coef. + S.E. 
Covariables · 
Group ... ! Group 2 Group 3 
42 
Calf Birth Weight 0.004 + .024 0.043 + .025 0.032 + .033 
Average Cow Weight - .004 + .002 0.002 + .002 0.001 + .004 
Fall Cow Condition Score 0.173 + .198 - .314 + .180 - .138 + .212 
Change in Cow Weight. 0.009 + .004 0.000 + .004 - .003 + .006 
a Group 1 {Her~fords, lines 5 and(>), Group 2 {Angus, lines 7 and 8) 
and Group 3 {Angus, lines 9 and 10). 
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s:Lgn:l;fic9tntly associat:;.ed with milk production of the -cow.. In contrast, 
Pepe et al.· (1965) reported: that ,dams nursip.g male calve&: produced more 
milk. than tho~e nursing females, while Rutledge et: al. (1972} found the 
advantage for dams nursing female calves •. 
Sire e:(~ects were significant (p'< .OS) only among the Angus sires 
in Group 2 but not among Hereford · sites in Group 1 and Angus sires. in 
Group. 3. · Rutledge et __ al.- (1972) found ·no significant sire effects on 
total m±lk yield i Age of ,dam effects ·wer.e highly. significant (p < • 01) ~ 
· as older cows pi:oduced more milk per day than younger ,cows• This was .· 
indicate4 by the least square constants ·for: the ;dams of various. age". 
Dams of · two years of age or younger. produced, 1. 45, 2. 04 and .· 2. 04 lbs. 
less milk per day tha:n · the herd. average . for tl:ie Hereford dams ·in. Group 
· 1; Angus dams in · Group 2 . and Angus . dams in Group· 3, respectively. Three 
year old dams produced O. ~6 and O. 02 lb.s. less milk per day in Groups 1 . 
and 3, respectively, but Angus .dams of Group, 2 of ·.this age category gave 
0.29 lb. more milk pe:i; day. Four. year old, five year old and older dams 
produced more,in:llk per day in each of ·the three gro\.lps as four year old 
an4 five year old or older:dams produced 0.06 and 1.99 lbs. per day in 
Group 1, 0 .·6 7 and 1.18 lb·s. per . day ill Group 2 and O. 6 7 and L 38 lbs. 
per.day in Group 3, respectively. The lower milk. yields observecl in 
younge_r cows· is in. agreement wi'th the ·standard ·practice of .adjusting 
weaning weights, upwards on two,.· three ·and fou1; year old. cows. Rutledg~ 
' !, 
.et al. (1972) found a significant quadratic ·effect for age · of dam but · 
not a· linear. effect i, Neville et al.- (1974). reported a highly signifi-
cant effect ·for age of dam and .s\lggested a set of multip_licative corre-
lation factors .of 1.33, 1.20, 1.09 and 1.00 for adjuat:l.:ng da;l.ly milk 
yields of .three., fou:r, five year and -older cows in. one of the herds in 
44 
Georgia, .. Calf .birth, date ·was .. not significant · in :any of the ,groups,· 
,Silllilar re_sult. :was r~ort·ed by Rutledge et. al, (19?2) with non-signifi-
cance1' linear calf birth date: effects OI\ total ·milk yield. 
For the two-factor .. interact:f,.ons, onl.y line. x ,sex of ·1:alf ·was sign;i.-
f~cant in Group 1 and. year x age of dam .and sex· of .calf .x age of dam 
were. significant in Group ·2, · In Group 1 11 the ·est;i.mat;es of the ,average 
daily milk yield of ·line 5 dams were different fro1,11 tho-.e ·of line ,6 for : 
' . . 
dams suckled by" ·either ·heifer· '.or buJ;l c~lves. While .in Group 2 the · 
daily m~lk eEltimates .for dams of different·ages were not the same.either· 
· in . tli,e d*ffe;ent .years ·wheDt ·the : esti~ates were taken or when the dams· 
were suckled by either male or female c~lveEI, All other·interactions in. 
the th.,.ree groups, 1,. 2 and 3, were not ·significant, 
Among the ·four covariables·incl;uded, in the model in Group 1, ·only 
change in .cow weight was .significant. The standard .part;l.al regresdon. 
coef.fic:L,ent. for change in cqw we~ght ,was O ,01, indicating tha,t ·cows 
which., .. gained the mos.t ·weight .. between their. spring and fall weights tend-
ed to produce.:more milk,, The magnitud.e of the ·standatd ·partial regI'.ei-
sion .coefficients for the ·four covariables in the three groups sugges-ts 
that these effects are .. not the major fact·ors ·affecting daily milk yield, 
Predicting ;the Average · Daily Milk Yi.eld . 
To identify the appropriate.variablf!1B to be incl;uded; in the ·predic-: 
tion equatiqns, a correlat'ion ,study was- run on seve,ral growth trli!,its of· 
the dams and .their· calve:s·, These correlationis are presented by year 
group. in -Appendix ,Table XlX for Her._ford dams of li.nes 5 and ,6, Appendix 
Tab.lea -:xx, XXI, ~II· al\.d XXI,II· f~~ Angus dams of line&1 7, 8, 9 a~4 10, 
respectively. The correlatiena aver.aged oveJ;. all ,line ,and year groups 
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-for .ythe ·two ·breeds are p-res-ented . in Table VI1II. For the Herefords, 
aver11ge daily gain of·the calf from birt:h·to ~eaning (ADG), calf's wean-. 
ing weight (WW) and. calf's we•n±ng: conditi~n ·scqre (CCS) were .signifi-
cantly correlated (p < .Ol) with ADMY. The correlation coefficients 
ranged from o.76 tq o.,al, 0.77 to .0.79 and 0.56 to. 0.65 for·ADG, WW and 
CCS; respectively. Most of·the c~mponents of gain from birth to·wea,ning 
were also highly si:gnificatipt, except for t~e average daily ga,in· d~ring 
the ,last .month. (August ·to Septem~er). The cow's growth traits. were. not 
consistent ·in .the magnit.ude .~f their c~rrel,.atiQns· with ADMY •. 
In the Angus;· the ·traits tl:lat :were. highly correlated. with ADMY .. were. 
similar to those·found in the Herefords, but those correlations calcu-. 
late4 :l;or .1971 aand 1972 we,re highly variabl• in ma,gnitude:~ 
On th.e ave.rage, AD~, ·WW and CCS ·were ·modera'l:ely 'l:o highly correlate.d 
witli, ADMY·. The cor:relation coeffici.en'l:s for ADG, WW .and CCS with ,ADMY. 
were.0.78, 0~77 and p.59 in the Hereforq.s ·and 0,44, 0.46 and 0.35 in tl:le · 
Angus·, ·respectively. Two othe1; variables we:i;-e selected to be includ~d 
in :_.the· pz:ed-ic.tion equat:f:.o~-s, ch.ange in cow weigh'!: . (CHGCWT) and fall cqw · 
coq.dition score (FCCS), bec·ause t~ey were easily available traits mea-
sur•ble, on the cow. 
CHGCWT was moderately correlate_d · (O. 31) with ADMY · in the_ Herefords, 
· but ·wa~ negativ~ly co.rrelateq. (-. 04) wi'l:h ADMY in the ;Angus.. As CHGCWT · 
was def.ine~ as the difference .. in· the fall and . spring cow weight, .then. 
Heref.ord . cows '!:hat . gained · the most wou].d · tend to . produce mere milk per 
day, whil,_e Angus co~s that lQst tl?-e most· amount. of -weight .would_ produce 
more milk. 
FCCS was.lowly·cortelated with ADMY in both the Herefords and the 
Angus (0.06 ·and _-.04, respectively). The fatter _the cow du'l;'.ing .the f~ll 
· TABLE :VIII . 
· ·C0RRE·l,ATIONS ·OF' VARIOUS TRAITS WITH AVERAGE 
DAILY MII:.K' YIELD OF HEREFORl) AND ANGUS· 




(Birth to Weaning) 
Weaning Weight 
Calf Weaning Conc:liticim Scpre. 
Spring .Cow Weigh~ 
Spring Cow Condition Scare 
Fall Cow Weight .. 
Fall·Cow Condition Score 
Ave·rage Daily Gain 
Birt.h ·to . April 
April tQ May 
May to J4ne 
June tc:> July: 
July to August 
· ·August, to September 
Change.in Cow. Cond:f.tion Score 
Average·Cow Weight 
Change in Cow We:f:.ght. 
'I 
ap < .05. 
bp < .01. 
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period would indicate that she had produced less amount of milk in the 
previous su~er. The other three variables of the calf were also easil,.y 
obtained sin.ce weights were taken at birth and together ·with condition 
score_. at weaning for each calf. 
These five factors, ADG, WW, CCS, CHGCWT and FCCS, were included in 
all possible, one-factor, two ... factor, three-facto.r, four-factor and five-
factor .model.a. Th.ose model_s with the highest coefficients of determina-
ticm were selected 'as· the prediction eq.ua:tions with .the most reliability 
and accuracy in predicting the ADMY. 
The coefficients of determination for the various. regression models 
for-. the Herefords and Angus . are presented in Table I:X:. The amount of 
variability in ADMY accounted for by the regression models was higher.in-
the Herefords than -in, .the Angus. The linear regression .variables; aver-
age daily gain of calf (ADG) , calf's weaning weight (WW) , calf 1.s weaning 
condition scC!,lre (CCS), fall cow's ·condition score. (FCCS) and change in 
cow weight .(CHGCWT) were pooled ,within breed in the Herefords since -
there were no subs.tantial differences in the coefficients of determina-
2 tion (R) when po~led within line and year. However, in ,the Angus the 
amount of variation explained by the.models varied .a great deal when the 
variables wex:e pooled .within line and year. A regression equatioq de-
velop.ed for each lin.e and year would not be of much utility for future 
predicti.on of ADMY of the cows in these herds since a prediction equa-. 
tion should have a wider scope. of application irrespec.tive of line and 
year. ·As such, the regression model,.s were examined with.in each breed_ 
separately. Among. the one--factor models, the equati.on with e:f,ther ADG . 
or WW as the only. pred,ictor variable had the highest coefficient -of 
determination in both breeds. The amount of variation explained by the 
TABLE. IX 
COEFFI9IENTS OF DETE;RMINATION (R~) FOR VARIOUS 
REGRESSI0N MODELS FOR DEJ'ENDENT ·.VARIAl3LE · 
ADMY POOLED WITHIN·LINE AND YEAR 
· Model 
· One;...Factor 

















CCS CHGCWT FCCS 
AD'.G · CHGCWT FCCS . 
ADG WW FCCS 
AD.G ccs· FCCS 
. WW CHGCWT FCCS 
ADG ww: ·cHGCWT · 
AD(l 'CCS'<CHGCWT ·· 
: ·ww ccs Fe.cs 
. .. . . ADG' 'WW · CC.S 
. WW ccs: 'CHGCWT 
. . . Fou~.;..Facj:or . 
. - . ADG\WW.CHGCWT' FCCS 
ADG/CCS .·CHGC~ FCCS 
' " .. 'Al)G>ww·._:ccs FCGS 
'. ' . WW ·ccs ."CHGCWT' 'FCCS 
ADGWW CCS CHGCWT 
·· Five-Fact.or 
.. ; ..• AD.G.:'.WW :C,CS .. CHGM. FCCS 
8 Fall c~w:con;ditions~ore, 
. bChange;.in, cow weight, 
cCalf weaning conditipn sc.ore •. 
dAverage daily gain:of.calf, 



































































model was · improved when · a second variable. was .. included .· in · the model 
' 2 
co~taining ,eith~r·ADG or W'W, The R for the thr~e ·best two-factor.models 
in .the He~eford groups were 0,557 (ADG FGCS)-, 0,587 (WW .CHGCWT)· and· 
0,595 (ADG CHGCWT), ~ong,the two-factor.models in the Angus, the 
models with .the th~ee highest R2 values were those with ADG and CCS, WW 
2 
and CHGCWT, and WW and CCS as their .predictor vadables (R • o •. 278,. 
0,279 and ,0,289, respect.ivel,y), Adding the third or .fourth var.iable · 
into the three ·best two-fac:ter model.s did not incre.ase .. the R2 substan-
tially, The five-factor models in the two breed,s differed from·the 
fou,;-factor .models only in.their· third decimal, place in the magnitude of 
their coeff:LcieI).ts of determination (R~ •·,600 and ,298 in the ·Herefords 
and Angus, respectively). 
The two best models ·in.each category (one':" to four-factor model) 
were selected .based. on their capal?ilities to account for as much of the 
variation .in ·daily m:l,lk as 1:hey possibly could and wert\ examined, further •. 
In aqdition the ·five-fa.etc; model ·was. also included, for comparison, 
These.nine ,prediction equations are·presented in Tables X and XI for the 
Herefords and Angus, respectively.. 
Among th.e Hereford models, weaning weight · of calf (WW) , average . 
; 
daily gain of calf (ADG) and ch.ange in cow we:f,ght .(CHGcyT) were impor-
tant ·va~iables influ-encing ADMY since they consistently were signifi-· 
c~nt in all models excfilpt for eq1Jation 5 where ADG.and WW were not 
significant and for· eq:i,i-att~ns '8 and "9 in which WW was net, a significant ... 
factor in affecting ADMY·, About 53% of: the variaqility in .ADMY could be 
explained by the m~dels_ using only WW or ADG as the independent var:1,-











BEST, REGRESSION MODELS FOR PREDICTI;NG AVERAGE 
DAILY MILK YIELD USING THE FIVE S~LECTED 
. VARIABLES . FOR HEREFORD DAMSa . . 
Prediction Equations R 
2c 
Std,. DeviatiQn for ADMY_ •·2.460 
"b 3.55 + .33 WW** .531 y ··-' 
y . - 2 .• 16 +,. 75 ~G** .538 
y • - I 9$1 + .Q3. WW** + .01 CHGCWT** .587 
" y = .24 + 6.71 AD.G** + .01 CHGCWT** .595 
y .. - .28 + 4.68 ·ADG + .01 WW 
+ ,.01 CHGCWT** .597 
A 
y • 2.73 + 7.37 ADG** - .29 ccs 
+ · .. 01 CHGO:WT** • 599 
y • -2. 75 .+ 7.37 AD:G** - .29 ccs 
+ .Ql CHG¢WT** - .• 03 FCCS .599 
y • 2.os + 5.~4 ADG** + ,01 ·WW 
- .26 ccs i+ · .01 CHGCWT** .600 
y • 2.07 + 5.67 ADG*.* + .01 WW 
.26 ccs+ • 01 CHGCWT** 












8ww·•,wean:lng "'eight: of· c,1£, ADG •-average daily gain of calf, 
CHGCWT • change :'in·\cow: ·wetght, CCS • . calf -we·an::Lng ,_condition score and 
· FCCS • fall cow cop:d:l;t:f:on- scC;>re. 
b . 
· Pred~ct~d '.average daily mtlk- yie.ld. 
c:Coef.ficient-,.of · :det,erminatien 
, .:.-. .'. dStandard :error· :of ·estimate. 
· *p :< • 05. 
· :*'!cp:< .01. 
TABLE XI 
BEST REGRESSION MODELS-FOR-PREDIC1ING-AVERAGE 
DAILY MILK YIELD USING-THE FIVE SELECTED 
VARIABLES: FOR ANGUS DAMSa 
St_d ~ Dey;a tion Jp_r_ AD~~ •. 2, 7 84 
1. Yb ·"" 4.47'+ S .79~.ADG** 
2 • Y • 3 .• 36 + • 03 WW** 
3. Y • • 70 + S. 20 ADG** + .38 CCS 
4. y •-.3.02 + .03- WW** - .• 00 ·CHGCWT 
,. 
s. y -- 1.08 + .02 WW**+ .49 CCS* 
- .06 FCCS 
6. y -- 2.20 - 3.12 ADG +_ .04 WW* 
+ .52 CCS* 
7. y • - 3.71 - ·2.89 ADG + .04 WW* 
+ .61 .CCS**""' '.00 CHG CWT 
8. y • - 2.76 + .02 WW** + .59 CCS** 
- .oo CHGCWT .... .07 FCCS 
9. Y • - 3.72 -.2.87:ADG + .04WW** 
+. ·• 65 CCS**. - ·• 00 CHGCWT 
- .07 FCCS 












.. .S.E.E. · 
2.383 
2.371 




2 .351 . 
2.351 
2.353 
8ww·· •, weaning weight· of calf, ADG • ~verage- daily gain of calf, 
CHGCWT • change. in cow weight, CCS .•·, calf weaning condition .score and 
· FCCS = fall cow ce:nd:ttiot?, score~· 
bPredicted, average,.daily- milk .yield. 
c . 
Coef f.icient of. determination. 
d Standard .. erro.r ·of estimate. 
*p < • OS. 
**p < .01. 
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available, either WW or ADG is .. adequate to·· account- for slightly more .. 
than one-half of ·the:variation·inADMY of the dam. 
Including the WW ·a't;ld·- CHGCWT in a single model increased the R2 to 
58. 7%, an increase ·.of only .5% over .the mod~! that :included only WW. 
Although CHGCWT improved .the R~ by only:a small-percentage)·both of the 
variables, CHGCWT and WW, .. s!ngtficantly af feated- ADMY. 
There were little diff.erences- in the, amount .of, variation- that could. 
be explained by equations. .4-.., 5-. 6, 7 . ., 8 ;and 9; they .only, differed in 
the third decimal place of· :the- ,R2 and, accounted·, only- .for about · 60% of 
the variability in ADMY. It .wasdn.teresting .to note that using only ADG 
and CHGCWT as the independent·. variables as.·in- •. equation 4 'Was:.as good as 
using any other three-£ actor ·or fou'r--f actor• or: five-,factor equation. 
Both ADG and CHGCWT were highly significant in the model although there. 
. . . ' 2 
was no substantial difference· in the R· between· equations 4 and 5; ADG 
was no longer significant; in .equation· .5; only-. CHGCWT was significant in · 
affecting ADMY in the model. ·ADG and.CHGCWT were·the only two variables 
that were significant in equa·tio.ns, 6, 7, 8 _and 9 •. All four .of these 
models were similar in their .abili.ty to account- :for .the, .variability in 
ADMY. Since a three-factor model:couldexplain for the same amount of 
variation in ADMY as a four-f.actor. .or. five-,factor,model, equation _6 
should be the choice because it only used three variables to predict 
ADMY, while other models required four. _or five .variables-- to account . -for 
about. the same amount of var.iability .in .ADMY, •.. Considering- all ·equations . 
examined,· equations 4 and 6. had .greater .efficie~·cy- and advantage than 
any other models since they included on-J,y, .two, and three variables in 
their models, respectively, .. whit.le .. explaining· .approximately· the . same 
amount of variation as a five...,f-actor model. 
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The 8I!J.Ount of variation _that _could be explained by the models in the 
Angu4' was _genet"ally lower · than·· those in: th~ . Hetef.ords. 2 The R ranged 
fro111 0.270 in .the one'-factor model ·to .0.298 in the five-factot' modeL 
AD_G ·· and WW were highly significant in ·models with one or two or · three 
variaQles •. 2 There was little difference in the R ~n equations 5, 6, 7, 
8 and 9. Only about .29% of the ,.variabili.ty in ADMY could be accounted. 
2 by ea.ch of these five equatiqns •. Among the ,reasons for this -low R 
. . ' 2 
value were .(1) there.were large differences in th'e R· between models 
developed from the ._dam's and .her calf performance :sampled either in 1968 
' 
or 1969, .and models developed from data taken either in 1971 or 1972, 
(2) the,low i obtained, in models constru~ted from data. obtained.in the 
last two _years, 1971 and. 19'72, could not ·be .clearly u~derstood, and (3) 
the standard error .of estimate· for each of the ·regression .models was. 
generally larger . than . ,that found in tb,e Hereford's model. This cou,ld 
me,an that due to a greater variation in the ADMY in the Angus, predict-: 
ing the.ADMY using the f~ve variables was not-as.accurate or reliable. 
Very little of the ·variability in ADMY.could-be explained by the -modeb. 
Possibly some other.combination of different ·variables associ:ated witb 
.ADMY could produce a model with a higher·· coefficient of de.termination. 
Unless such a model·were found, the prediction of APMY using the Uve 
v_ariables .is not recommended in the Angus lines in this particular herd. 
Estimate . of ADMY should then be obt.ained · through monthly. milk measures. 
There was. little similarity in the ·prediction .equations developed by 
Rutledge et al. (1972) with the -one shown·here, In. that report, alter-
na~e month measures of milk yield weJ;:e used as the predictor variables. 
Improving the Milk Measuring Technique 
and the Sampling Procedure 
The correlations for the six monthly milk. measures. with, ADMY for . 
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Hereford and Angus cows are reported in' Tables XII and XIII., respective-: 
ly. All- correl,.ations were highly si-gnificant (p < · ,01) in ,the Herefords 
and Angus ·with the exception of ,the CQrrelation between. ADMY. and April 
second 12-hour ·ADMY estimat~ which· was signi'ficant; only. at 5% leve.l in . 
the, Herefords. Monthly estimates of. ADMY were high,,ly correlated with. 
the total ADMY with. the highest correlations corresponding ;to the middle 
of the lactation pe,;iod, na:Dlely from June· to Ausust •. 
The ca.lf suckling technique ,adopted in t_his study required that ·the 
calf be weighed before aJJ.d after suckling to obtain an estimat.e of, the 
a111ount of milk produced for the first 12 hours. This was repeated in 
the-late afternoon to obtain .the second l2-hour,esti111ate of milk yield •. 
Any improvement in the calf suckling techntque. shoul,..d inv.olve the two 
12-houx- · estimates of milk. yi·eld. The correlations be tweet). the first 12-
hour ,estimate averaged ·.over _the six ·monthly milk measures with .total 
ADMY were. 0.933 ·and 0.882 in the He_refords and Angus, respectively. 
This suggests that·the total·ADMY could be estimated rather accurately 
from the first 12-hour estimate of milk yhld. The correlat:i,on was 
higher in the Herefords than in the Angus. Thus; in both bre~ds the 
first 12--hour milk production·was nearly as good an estimate of the 
total ADMY as, the ·total of two successive 12-hour. milk measures. The 
second 12-hour milk yield estimate was high,ly correlated too with the. 
total ADMY but lower than. the _correlations for the first 12-hour esti""' 
mate •. The correlation coefficients for .. the . second 12-llour estimate. were._ 
0. 904 · and. 0. 874 in ,the Herefords and Angus, respectively. Thus; the · 
TABLE XII 
CORRELATIONS OF SIX MONTHLY MILK MEASURES AND 
OTHER TRAITS WITH .AVERAGE DAILY .MILK YIELD 
(ADMY) OF HEREFORD DAMS (LINES 5 AND 6)a 







First 12-hour. esttmate ADMY 
Second 12-hour estimat.e ADMY 
Alternate months ADMY 
(April, June, August) 
Mid-lactation ADMY 
(May to Auguljlt) 
April First 12-hour.ADMY 
April Second 12-hour ADMY 
May First 12 ... hour; ADMY 
May Second 12-hour ADMY 
June First 12-hour ADMY 
June Secqnd 12-hour ADMY 
July First 12 . .-hour ADMY 
July Second 12-hour ADMY 
August First 12-hour ADMY 
August Second·l2-hour ADMY 
September First 12-hour ADMY 
September Second 12-hour ADMY 



























CORRELATIONS OF SIX MONTHLY MILK MEASURES· 
AND OTHER TRAITS WITH AVERAGE DAILY 
MILK YI~LD (ADMY) FOR ANGUS DAl,fSa 
ADMY (Angus) 
Lines Lines 
7 and 8 9 and 10 
Number of Cow-Calf Pairs 163 152 
April ADMY .644 .618 
May ADMY .585 .644 
June ADMY .570 .666 
July ADMY I 716 .642 
August ADMY .445 .632 
September ADMY .458 .519 
First 12-hour estimate, ADMY I 874 .904 
Second 12-hour estimate, ADMY .846 .914 
Alternate months ADMY .823 .896 
(April, June, August) 
Mid-lactation ADMY .897 .928 
(May to August) 
April First 12-hour ADMY .599 .548 
April Second 12-hour AD}f'Y .482 .178b 
May First 12-hour ADMY .531 .571 
May Second 12-hour ADMY .452 ,525 
June First 12-hour ADMY .495 .451 
June Second 12-hour ADMY .470 .628 
July First 12-hour ADMY .612 .508 
July Second12-hour ADMY • 641 .579 
August First.12-hour ADMY .424 .533 
August Second 12-hour ADMY I 35 7 .575 
September First 12-hour ADMY .336 .525 
September Second 12-hour, ADMY .417 .370 
a All correlations are significant (p < .01) except for 



























first 12-ho.ur milk yield estimate could be used to estimate the total 
ADMY rather accurately. 
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In this study, mil.k production was sampled in each of the six months 
frc;,m April to September, Under range conditions, monthly milk yield 
estimates are difficult to obtain, Therefore the extent of milk yield 
samplings is of great significance, In this study, estimates based on 
four months (May to Augueit) or three months (April, June and August) 
w.ere the .most highly correlated with the total ADMY, The correlations 
between the mid-lactation estimate of ADMY and total ADMY were 0.933 and 
0,912 in the Herefords and Angus, respectively, Using the alternate 
month sampling (April, June and August) did not improve the correlations 
with total ADMY, The correlation coefficients were 0,933 and 0,856 in 
the Herefords and Angus, respectively, which were lower than those 
reported for the correlations with the mid-lactation estimate of ADMY, 
To minimize the number of monthly milk yield samplings in the two breeds, 
estimating the total ADMY from the four monthly milk yield estimates 
(May to August) -was adequate. 
This suggests that ADMY cou;l.d be adequately estimated from fewer. 
milk samplings. Only the first 12-hour milk yield estimates taken for 
four months from May to August of the lactation period need be taken to 
accurately estimate the total ADMY. The high correlation between the 
alternate months milk yield estimate and to.tal ADMY agreed with that· 
reported by Rutledge et al. (1972) in which a correlation of 0.91 was 
reported between the predicted value using the first, third and fifth 
monthly milk measures as the predictor variables and total milk yield, 
while Neville (1962) suggested that only two or three milk samplings 
during the nursing period were needed to determine the relationship of. 
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milk cons1,1mption to. calf gains. This study. was also ,in general agree.,. 
me~t ·with .that· reported by Totusek et al. (1973) where estimates based 
on fo.ur days (days 30, 70, 112, 210) or five .days (days 30, 70, 112, 




The objectives .. of· th:La · study were (1) ·to partition the various 
sources of variation .affecting .the milk.production ef cews on native 
range conditions, (2) .. te .pred'ict:; the ,daily milk yield of .the dam ·using 
&rowth performance :cif· .her calf. as .well as her .own weight and condition 
changes during .the .lactation .. period .and (3) to examine th,e extent . to · 
which milk yield could :be .adequE1,tely .. estimatep from µsing fewer .. actual · 
measures of .daily milk:y.ield. 
The data wer.e · collected· .. in··.the .summers .o:e 196 7 to 197 2 .on cows. 
involved in a long· term ;beef, .cattle .selection st'1dy at the Oklahoma. 
· Agricultural ·Experiment, .s;atiQn·. • A. total of 459 dams · (144 Hereford· and 
315 Angus) were involved·. ;in .this milk ,production study. Monthly milk 
measures were·obtained from tl)ese dams from April, to August each year 
for six years . (196 7 .. to: 1972) .. The calf suckling technique was used to 
measure the milk yield· whe~.e .the difference in weight of. the. calf .before 
and after suckling:was taken·as the estimate of milk yield. Two 12-hour· 
estimates. one· in the.morning and the other·in the late afternoon, were 
taken to estimate the.24-hour milk yield •. Line .effects were significant· 
{p < • 05) only among.· .the: .He.reford .. lines. (5 alld 6) and among Angus lines 
(7 and 8 but not 9 and 10).. . Year anp sire .of calves ·effiacts wer~ sig-. 
nificant among-lines· 7.and:8;but not·among the other lines. Age of dam 
effects were highly signifi:cant in influencing the ADMY in all · li~es • 
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Th:Ls · indic.ateEr that somtr Qf :the ·differences in AQMY between lines may· be_ 
the: r~•ul~,s-·of··:differen.qes: .in ... the ... age .of .. the .. dams •. Sex: of calf ·was not 
significant·, "but male.0 :calv.es:, consumed .. 0.197, 0 •. 065 and 0. 730 lbs. more. 
milk per·--day- ·in::. lines.: S: .and .6.,~ .7.· and .. 8,. and. _,,9 .and .. 10., .r~spe~.tively o 
Date· .. of·:caiving·: :was.' .. not;; ;&4:gnifi:c.an.t ·.in .. all .l:i,nes·. Among the regression 
effects;t enly.:,:changei .in:· .. c~: .we~ght,.Mas: .. significant., .. onJ.y among lines 5 
and·-·6,, -· :but-:not·.- :in: .the:: .o.:the.r.; .lines. 
· · · Prediction: e'quations,were ... de'.lleloped .to:, .predict :the ADMY using the 
fi.-v.e.-::variablea·{: .::.average ·.da4ly. .gain .. ef .. calf.;,. .. weaning .weight of. calf., 
ca~f-•:s0 ;wean~ng:: :c~diti.o.m-,s.ccu::e;, .. fall· c.ow'.a condit;l.on :S:core and chai:ig,a in 
cow we~gh:t:.:-: , 'Xhe .:coetfic:l..ents .of: de.termination for all possible regres-
2 -
sion· ·mGde;Ls for the· Herefords wel;'e higher _than. for th:e :Angus (R • 0. 600 
and 0.298 for all··f±v:e variable··mod.els, respectively). Among .the Here-
ford,models; the three-factor·model (ADMY • 2.73 + 7.37 ADG - 0.29 CCS +· 
OoOl CHGCWT): could acc.ount for _the same amount. of variation .in ADMY as· 
the model :_involving all .five· yariables. In Angus, daily mi_lk yield . 
2 could not ,. be ·as· .accur.ately· pred.ict,ad· as in Herefords (R - of O. 600 and 
0.298-forfive-factor:mode~s of Herefords and Angus, respectively)._ 
All- c~rrelations· betweeir total ADMY and 'monthly mil~. measures were 
higQ,lY, significa~t· (p <· .01), (0.72, 0.65, 0.80, 0.71, 0.77 and 0.60 
and ·0.63, 0.61, 0.62,- 0·.68, o-.57 -and 0.48. for April, May, Ju~e, July, 
August and September milk·· me~sures -for. the. Herefords_ and. Angus,.· re~pec-
ti~ly). The first 12-hour.milk _measure was highly correlated ·to total 
ADMY (0.93 arid 0.88 for,the Herefords _and Angus, respectively) which was 
higher .than the cQ.rrelatiQn ·for the _second 12-hour. milk measure. (0.90 
and:_0.87 for the He:r;'eford· and Angus, rElspectively). This suggests that 
the .firs~ 12-hour .milk measure is as good al). estimate of the tot.al ADMY 
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as using the two 12-hour measures commonly used in the calf-suckling 
technique. Sampling from only four months (May tQ August) was as good 
as sampling from all six months in estimating the ADMY. The correla-
tions between the .mid-lactation estimate of ADMY and total ADMY was 
0.933 and 0.912 in the Herefords and Angus, respectively. Thus, ADMY 
could be accurately estimated.by ta~ing only the first 12-hour milk mea-
.sure from the four months (May to August). 
If tll,e availability·of labor· to undertake the t1:1,sk of measuring the 
milk yield each month was ·sca.rce, then it would be ecQnomical to obtain 
the estimate of ADMY just from one measurement for each test day and 
reduce the number of monthly milk measures from six to four. However, 
if milk production were· to be estimated for a large number of cow-calf 
pairs, then·predicting the daily milk yield using the recommended pre-
dict:1,on equations seem economical'and accurate enough, but it would be 
better ·in terms of precision and accuracy of the.estimates of ADMY to 
actua.lly measure _the daily milk yield using the calf-suckling technique 
or any other milk measuring technique. 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE XIV 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SIX MONTHLY MILK MEASURES 
AND OTHER TRAITS OF HEREFORD DAMS BY YEAR AND LINE 
Year 1967 
Line 5 6 5 
Mean 
.. 
S.D. Mean S.D. Mean 
Number of Calves 34 33 39 
April ADMYa, Lbs. 12.82 4.30 13.27 4.17 10.15 
May ADMY, Lbs. 9.88 3.00 11.83 3.66 10.64 
June ADMY, Lbs. 12.06 4.06 11.06 3.29 10.41 
July ADMY., Lbs. 10.59 4.26 10.21 3 .64 · 9.72 
August·ADMY, Lbs. 11.57 5.00 9.50 3.58 6.79 
September: ADMY:, · Lbs •. 9.12 5.14 7. 76· 3.36 6. 77 
Firs.t 12-Hr. Milk Yield 
(6.· Mons·.),. Lbs. 6.23 1.32 5.95 1.61 4.57 
Second 12-Hr. Milk Yield 
(6 Mons.), Lbs. 4.94 1.60 4.67 1.31 4.57 
Six Month ADMY (April to 
September) , Lbs. 11.19 2.76 10.63 2.81 · 9.09 
Calf ADGb (Birth toWeaning), Lbs. 1.66 0.25 1.62 0.23 1.60 
205-Day Age of Dam Adjµsted 
W. Wt.c, Lbs. 436.59 50.13 430.24 45.56 425.95 
Calf Weaning Condition Score 4.10 0.62 3.73 0.65 4.24 
Fall Cow Weight, Lbs, 1014.56 123.88 1015.91 126.77 1013.08 
Fall Cow Condition Score 5.21 0.85 5.09 o. 77 6.10 
aAverage Daily Milk Yield. 
bAverage Daily Gaino 
c . -• Weaning Weight , · 
1970 
6 
S .D. Mean S.D. 
38 
2.67 10.42 3.02 
2.96 10.39 3.35 
3.13 10.39 2.95 
3.01 9.34 2.83 
2.52 6.Q8 1.98 
2.21 6.97 2.06 
0.89 4.58 0.93 
1.08 4.29 0.86 
1.86 8.87 1.54 
0.25 1.58 0.23 
47.87 421.29 49.99 
0.75 4.06 o.65 
111.94 987.89 106.58 




MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SIX MONTHLY MILK MEASURES AND OTHER TRAITS OF 
ANGUS DAMS FOR LINES 7 AND 8 (1968) AND LINES 9 AND 10 (1969) 
Year 1968 1969 
Line 7 8 9 
Mean S .D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean 
Number of Calves 35 41 34 
April ADMY 2 , Lbs.· 16.27 4.27 16.61 4.35 13.29 4.33 14.46 
May ADMY, Lbs. 18.23 3.93 19.31 4.74 15.79 4.25 15.44 
June ADMY, Lbs. 15.38 4.93 17.76 4.84 15.18 4.54 16.00 
July ADMY ,. Lbs. 13.23 3.99 15.44 5.30 14.94 5.01 15.74 
August ADMY,. Lbs. 13.11 3.70 12.46 4.15 12.06 3.66 13.31 
September ADMY:,. Lbs. 10.51 4.41 11.12 4.66 12.53 4.24 12.64 
First 12-Hr .•. Milk Yield 
( 6 Mons.).,. Lbs. 7.87 1. 70 8.53 1.89 6.95 1.57 7.66 
Second 12~Hr. Mtlk Yield 
(6 Mons.)., Lbs. 6.54 1.49 6.95 1.38 7.03 1.50 6.90 
Six Month ADMY (Ap.ril to 
September), Lbs. 14.39 2.95 15.48 2.99 13.99 2.95 14.57 
Calf ADGb (Birth to. We.aning) , Lbs. 1. 78 0.20 1.85 0.24 1.61 0.20 l.59 
205-Day Age of Dam Adjusted 
w. Wt.c, Lbs. 457.51 39.14 465.90 46.04 415.85 39.40 411. 72 
Calf Weaning Condition Score 3.99 0.55 4.08 0.62 4.05 0.43 3,85 
Fall Cow Weight, Lbs •. 974.29 132.31 965.85 117 .20 873.68 67.98 919.87 
Fall Cow Condition Score 5.51 1.15 5.54 1.19 5.44 1.24 5.21 
aAverage Daily Milk Yield. 
bAverage Daily Gaino 



















MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SIX MONTHLY MILK MEASURES 
AND OTHER TRAITS OF ANGUS DAMS FOR 1971 BY LINES 
Year 1971 
Line 7 8 9 
Mean S ,D. Mean S.D, Mean 
Number of Calves 21 20 18 
April ADMYa, Lbs. 14.90 3.81 16.00 3.16 11. 78 
May ADMY, Lbs. 14.33 3.35 15.45 4.08 16 .06 
June ADMY, Lbs. 16.05 3.75 19.65 6.39 18.33 
July ADMY, Lbs •. 14 ,86 4.00 17.00 3.21 12.89 
August ADMY:,: Lbs. , 19 .05 7.47 19. 70 . 5.15 16.11 
September ADMY, · Lbs. 11.29 3.36 10 .• 55 3.97 10.17 
First 12-,Hr.: Milk Yield 
(6 Mons • .)., Lbs. 7.39 1.19 8.45. 1.11 6.89 
Second 12-,Hr .•. Milk Yield 
(6 Mons.},. Lbs. 7.67 0.19 1. 99 . 0.23 1.81 
Six Month ADMY, .(Ap.ril to 
Septembe.r).,. Lbs. 14.69 2.78 16 .3.6 2.13 14.26 
Calf ADGb .(Birth .to. Weaning), Lbs. 1.76 0.19 1.99 0.23 1.~1 
205-Day Age .of:. n:am f\.djusted 
w. Wt.c, Lbs.· 455.43 45.14 496.90 49.21 457.33 
Calf Weaning Condition Score 5.28 0.27 5.34 0.24 5.38 
Fall Cow Weight,Lbs. 1006.43 87.11 989.50 101.95 997.22 
Fall Cow Conditio.n .Score 6.05 0.97 5.55 1.23 6.44 
aAverage Daily Milk Yield. 
b Average .Daily .Gain. 
~eaning Weight. 
10 
S.D. Mean S.D. 
17 
3.73 13.47 4.24 
3.75 14.06 3.36 
5.41 16.06 5.12 
4.35 15.65 3.08 
5.27 17.76 6.56 
2.98 10.65 3.26 
1.56 7.05 1~29 
0.24 7.54 1.08 
2.74 14.58 1.97 
0.24 1.87 0.17 
55.84 472.53 34.78 
0.53 5.37 0.34 
120. 77 1054.12 108.57 
0.78 6.47 0.87 
°' '° 
TABLE XVII 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SIX MONTHLY MILK MEASURES 
AND OTHER TRAITS OF ANGUS DAMS FOR 1972 BY LINES 
Year 1972 
Line 7 8 9 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean 
Number of Calves 22 24 22 
April ADMYa, Lbs. 15.32 4.73 16.33 4.41 18.14 
May ADMY, Lbs. 16.86 4.17 18.38 4.45 20.41 
June ADMY-,: Lbs. 18.68 4.25 19.75 3.03 20.91 
July ADMY, Lbs. 12.59 4.03 13.03 3.78 15.18 
August ADMY, Lbs. 13.09 4.05 12.83 3.51 13.73 
September ADMY, Lbs. 10.18 3.05 10.83 3.69 11.55 
First 12-Hr. Milk Yield 
(6 Mons.), Lbs. 7.27 1.26 7.70 1.00 8.06 
Second 12-Hr. Milk Yield 
(6 Mons.), Lbs. 6.99 1.81 7.45 1.39 8,61 
Six Month ADMY (April to 
Septe~er), Lbs. 14.26 2.83 15.15 2.25 16.69 
Calf ADG (Birth to Weaning), Lbs. 1.91 0.25 1.93 0.15 1.86 
205-Day Age of Dam Adjusted 
W. Wt.c, Lbs. 485 I 95 54.42 491.63 44.96 460.00 
Calf Weaning Condition Score 4. 77 0.60 2.70 0.52 4.92 
Fall Cow Weight, Lbs. 1047.05 115 .13 1035.12 110.10 1023.18 
Fall Cow Condition Score 6.23 1.66 5.96 1.20 6.32 
a Average Daily Milk Yield. 
bAverage Daily Gain. 
cWeaning Weight. 
10 
S.D. Mean S.D. 
22 
2.83 17.86 5.00 
3.81 19.05 4.21 
2.26 18.64 3.46 
3.26 13.68 4.08 
3.49 13.05 3.66 
2.04 9.27 3.01 
0.95 7.84 1.28 
1.18 7.49 1. 70 
1.66 15.33 2.80 
0.19 2.00 0.22 
47.30 504.32 55.61 
0.40 4.95 0.40 
88.67 1015.45 104.45 







LEAST SQUARE: CONSTANTS: AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR THE 
FIXED'. EFFECTS" FOR GROUPS 1, 2 AND 3a 
Least Square Constants+ Std. Errors . . -
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
0.471 + ,287 (67) 1.035 + .196 (68) - .067 + .445 
- .471 + .300 (70) - .162 + .337 (71) 0.730 + .482 
- .873 + .304 (72) - .663 + .454 
0.369 + .548 0.743 + .791 0.907 + 1.003 
- .027 + .479 - .209 + .951 - .005 + 1.301 
0 .144 + .486- -1.699 + . 794 -1.689 + 1.090 
- .190 + .521 - .585 + .761 - .612 + .971 
1.869 + .601 -1.115+ ,822 0.857 + .984 
- .653 + .592 1.174 + .843 -1.041 + .933 
0.095 + .472 - .608 + .674 0.312+ .734 
- .136 + .545 1.160 + • 705 0.109 + .663 
0.428 + .528 - • 827 + .612 0.125 + .752 
0 .270 + .527 0.327 + .873 - .538 + 1.662 
0.228 + ,646 -1. 899 + • 796 O • 711 + 1. 5 7 8 
0.871 + .567 1.384 + • 991 - • 942 + 1.579 
-3.268 + .463 - .363 + .890 - • 798 + 1.379 
- .449 + .683 0.052 + .902 
-1.380 + .818 - .575 + 1.251 
- .692 + .599 0. 787 + 1.165 
1.023 + .598 - .853 +' • 748 
- .781 + .573 1.465 + • 751 
4.796 + .508 -1.·125 + .800 
2.853 + .752 
Calf Birth Date 1 - .365 + .392 - .219 + .530 0.454 + .624 
2 0.050 + .297 0.198 + .485 0.620 + .604 
3 - .297 + .320 - .066 + ,515 1,056 + ,730 
4 0.287 + .346 1.268 + .655 0.153 + • 779 





aGroup 1 (Herefords, lines S· and 6), Group 2 (Angus, lines 7 and 8) and 
Group 3 (Angus, lines 9 and 10). 
bYear in parenthesis af.ter std., error. 
TABLE XIX 
CORRELATIONS OF VARIOUS TRAITS WITH THE AVERAGE DAILY 
MILK YIELD OF HEREFORD DAMS BY LINE AND YEAR 
Line 5 
Correlated Traits 
Year 1967 1970 1967 
Birth Date .007 -.020 .225 
Birth Weight •. 182 .460b .052 
Average Daily Gain 
.764b • 772b .8llb (Birth to Weaning) 
Weaning Weight • 738b • 785b .770b 
Calf Weaning Condition 
.562b .570b .653b Score 
Spring Cow Weight .259 .463b .296 
Spring Cow Condition 
Score .278 
Fall Cow Weight .216 .389a .212 
Fall Cow Condition 
Score .277 .247 -.068 
Average Daily gain 
.449b .so8b .648b Birth to April 
April to May .728b .559b .626b 
May to June .593b .178 .S09b 
June to July .486b .509b .388a 
July to August .SlOb .452b .289 
August to September .327 -.059 .396a 
Change in Cow Condition 
Score -.277 .073' .068 
Average Cow Weight .241 .432b .259 
Change in Cow Weight .267 .281 .233 
a p < .OS. 























CORRELATIONS OF VARIOUS TRAITS WITH AVERAGE DAILY 
MILK YIELD OF ANGUS DAMS OF LINE 7 BY YEAR 
Line 7 
Correlated Traits 
Year 1968 1971 
Birth Date - .• 128 -.109 
Birth Weight .678b .198 
Average Daily Gain 
.648b (Birth to Weaning) .406 
Weaning Weight . 72lb .390 
Calf Weaning Condition 
.510b Score .266 
Spring Cow Weight .573b -.008 
Spring Cow Condition 
Score .265 .009 
Fall Cow Weight .438b .124 
Fall Cow Condition 
-.533b Score -.121 
Average Daily Gain 
.336a Birth to April .195 
April to May .466b .315 
May to June .626b .126 
June to July .278 .281 
July to August .453a -.523b 
August to September .494a .692a 
Change in Cow Condition 
.443a Score .295 
Average Cow Weight .. .515b .058 
Change in Cow Weight .311 -.161 
ap < ,05. 
b 






















CORRELATIONS OF VARIOUS TRAITS WITH AVERAGE DAILY 




Average Daily Gain 
(Birth to Weaning) 
Weaning Weight 
Calf Weaning Conditio.n 
Score 
Spring Cow Weight 
Spring Cow Condition 
Score 
Fall Cow Weight 
Fall Cow Condition 
Score 
Average Daily Gain 
Birth to April 
April to May 
May to June 
June to July 
July to August 
August to September 
Change in Cow Condition 
Score 
Average Cow Weight 
Change in Cow Weight 
a 
p < • 05. 
b 





















































CORRELATIONS OF VARIOUS TRAITS WITH AVERAGE DAILY 
MILK YIELD OF ANGUS DAMS OF LINE 9 BY YEAR 
Line 9 
Correlated Traits 
Year 1969 1971 
Birth Date -.044 ,082 
Birth Weight· .264 -.130 
Average Daily Gain 
.712b .500a (Birth to.Weaning) 
Weaning Weight • 703b .443 
Calf Weaning Condition 
.503b Score .246 
Spring Cow Weight .461b .148 
Spring Cow Condition 
Score -.250 .193 
Fall·Cow Weight .500b .208 
Fall Cow Condition 
Score .180 .152 
Average Daily Gain 
.331a Birth to April .071 
April to May .526b .590a 
May to June .450b .043 
June to July .019 .736b 
Jul;y to August .665b -.423 
August to September .363a .646b 
Change in Cow Condition 
Score -.263 .181 
Average Cow Weight .515b .181 
' 
Change in Cow Weight -.208 -.176 
a p < .05. 






















CORRELATIONS OF VARIOUS TRAITS WITH AVERAGE DAILY 




Average Daily Gain 
(Birth to Weaning) 
Weaning Weight 
Calf Weaning Condition 
Score 
Spring Cow Weight 
Spring Cow Condition 
Score 
Fall Cow Weight 
Fall Cow Condition 
Score 
Average Daily Gain 
Birth to April 
April to May 
May to June 
June to July 
July to August 
August to September 
Change in Cow Condition 
Score 
Average Cow Weight 
Change in Cow Weight 
ap < • 05. 
b 
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